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Lesson Goal: The children will learn that we are all part of one 
body and every part is important.
Main Point: Everybody Is Important!
Bible Verse: “Just as our bodies have many parts and each part has a 
special function, so it is with Christ’s body. We are many parts of one   

          body, and we all belong to each other.” Romans 12:4-5 (NLT)

This was the final week of Adventures In Science and Dr. Oppenheimerstein was determined to win the Plutonium 
Award no matter the cost. The Doctor decided the reason that the Plutonium Award had not been won was that 
the lab was not running efficiently enough. Flask was wasting all kinds of energy using both arms, both eyes and 
both legs. Surely one of each would be enough and would waste less energy. Oppenheimerstein began “zapping” 
Flask and turning off different body parts. Then Oppenheimerstein had Flask attempt to make a peanut butter and 
jelly sandwich to show off how efficient it is to turn off body parts. Obviously, the sandwich was a disaster and the 
Science and Research Council chairman explained that all the parts of the body are needed and it’s the same for the 
church. In 1 Corinthians, chapter 12, the apostle Paul compared the church to a human body. All of the parts of a 
human body are different and yet they are all important. The church is the body of Christ and as the body of Christ, 
even though we are all different, we all need to do our part to make church better.

The activities, Skit and Bible Lesson this week were all geared toward showing your child that we all are important 
to the church and we all have a job to do in order to make church great. The church isn’t as good when your child 
isn’t here. That goes for the parents, too. Come back next week as we start a brand new series!
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